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О тождестве феноменологического гамильтониана
модели 3U (3) и гамильтониана неаксиального ротатора

Интерпретация спектров несферических атомных ядер на основе
феноменологических гамильтонианов модели SU (3) обнаружила
удовлетворительное согласие модельных расчетов с даншш!
эксперимента. Мевду тем физический смысл феноменологических
гамильтонианов пока не обсулдался. Нами показано, что фено-
менологические гамильтонианы модели su (3) сводятся к гамиль-
тониану неаксиального ротатора, но с дополнительными слагае-
мыми третьей и четвертой степени по оператору углового мо-
мента ротатора,

G.P.Filippov, V.I.Avramenko, A.M.Sokolov

Identity of the SU(3) Model Phenomenological

Hamilton!an and the Hamiltonlan of Nonaxial Rotator

The Draayer and Weeks interpretation of nonsphericai nuc-

lei spectra on the basis of the SU(3) model phenomenolo-

gical hamiltonians reveals a good txgreement of model

calculations to the experimental date.. Physical вепае of

phenomeDological hamiltonians Ьяя not yet been discussed,

It is shown that the phenomenological hamiltonians of the

3U(3) model reduce to the hamiltonlan of nonaxial rotator

added by terms proportional to the third and the fourth

power of the rotator angular momentum operator.
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1. Elliott [1] and then Afanasjev, Rajchev and others

[2,3j suggested to use phenomenological hamiltonians com-

posed of scalar combinations of the SU(3) generators for

theoretical interpretation of nuclei collective excitations

spectra. Complete classification of possible types of such

scalar operators is given in [4]. Draayer and Weeks const-

ructed the phenomenological hamiltonians of the pseudo-

SU(3) model with the scalar operators containing the se-

cond, the third and the fourth powers of the SU(3) gene-

rators [5] and showed that these hamiltonians can satis-

factorily reproduce the energy of rotational bands and

transition probabilities between rotational excitations [6].

Elliott determined relation between the SU(3) gene-

rators and the angular momentum projection operatox-з of

the particle system onto the principal axes of the irre-

ducible representation high weight vector of this group.

The main result of our work is that the hamiltonians,in-

troduced by Draayer and Weeks, reduce to the known hamil-

tonian of rigid nonaxial rotator added by terms propor-

tional to the third and the fourth power of the angular

momentum projection operators. The microscopic version

of the SU(3) model leads to a similar hamiltonian provided

in a many-particle hamiltonian, obtained by the potential

energy averaging of the central exchange nucleon-nucleon

interaction between the SU(3) model basis functions, the

simplest invariant terms are left [Tj .

2. The U(3) generators flu satisfy the following

commutational relations [8j:

The simplest realization of the operators ^H** can be

obtained when we introduce two vectors R. - { ̂

and "ft,* ={Mi.SU,H>i and then define
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. K = I.Z,3. (2)

Then, the commutational relations (1), aa Is easily ve-

rified, will be valid and it is only necessary to point

out the basis upon which the generators act. This basis

is formed by the components of the tensor

(4) 4M/ (3)
obtained by a direct multiplying of the vector ft Z1 ti-

mes and the vector product [R.R*] L. times and the fol-

lowing multiplying of the two direct products. The tensor

rank T V ia equal to A +%V and this tensor,

as it is inherent in the irreducible representation ( / ,ii)

tensor of the group SU(3J, corresponds to a two-row Young

table [h+jx,v] of the transposition group of its indices.

The tensor T >>/M is isomorphic to a set of many-

particle translationally invariant oscillator basis func-

tions of the SU(3) model [7] and the action of all the phy-

sical operators in the space of these basis functions is

equivalent to the action of the operators in the space of

Components. The transition from the complex

many-particle functions and many-particle operators to their

very simple image - the tensor T ' components and ope-

rators acting upon them simplifies to a great extent theo-

retical research of many-nucleon systems within the SU(3)

model and enables one to present many results in a compact

and obvious form. This transition in practice was shown in

[9]. All the stated above accounts for the interest in the

tensor properties.

3- Our immediate aim is to express the generators "»•«

by the S0(3) generators. All the results, we are interested

in, will be obtained with the tensor T'V*' g^^ represen-

tation (2) for the U(3) generators.
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Let ив introduce spherical coordinates of the vectors

I and V

Then for the vector

nate system ( X • 1 »

P=LHR*] components in the coordi

) we shall have

Pn =

The vectors ft. and P generate three reper vectors

( % > ̂Jj f ̂5 ) of the coordinate system (5 , ft , 5 ). Its

unit vector Й5 is directed along the vector K. and the

unit vector c-| - along the vector ~P .In the coordi-

nate system ( ̂  , n , x, )

(6)

where V represents the angle between the vectors К and

*&* . Let d = Ay be a rotation matrix superposing the

reper ( (?
v
 E., 8j) aad the reper ( Qj , On , Ц )

\)

\

(7)
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Then it is not difficult to establish a relation between

the spherical angles 9i , lf>i . 6t , фг and the Euler angles

ij> , 9 i Ф determining reciprocal orientation of the та-

pers ( Ц , б,, , C
5
 ) and ( Ц , Ц , Q

?
 ). Really

(8)

Therefore, comparing (7) and (8) we get that 0 = 9

and moreover,

= sinG.stnQbCOsiifi.-ip,) л cosBi

Next i t ia necessary to express the generators
through the variables'!,/^, 9, ф? )f .First, we remind
that

г,
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Similar formulas (where only % , 61 , ф, are substituted

for tj., 9x, i|?i ) exist for the derivatives 3L ,

якъ » <~щ
ь
 • After the transition from the spherical

angles Qi,^i,Gt, vPs. to new variables ^, if, 8.Ф

we obtain

d

How, using formulas (8),(9),(1O)I(11)» we can find an ex-

plicit expression for the generators Al*. by the variables

Ti,t*, tf, «J>, 9 , *» . However, it is convenient to

introduce first one more set of operators - [

having defined . jÔ b by the relations

jj. _ Г
1
 J. J . Q (12)С cLu.d*.bJU,

- Г rl-̂ rf -
n (12a)
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Formula (12) shows that the generators />u are expressed

by Ш , It also follows from (12) that similarly to /lit

the operators AA& are the generators of the group U(3),

but only in the system of principal axes of the tensor

T P)
 t
 where the only component of this tensor which

is not equal to zero, becomes the high weight vector of

the group SU(3) irreducible representation ( A
 5
/j ).

She explicit form of the generators /j
a
h is as fol-

lows:

Tl ,

0L
Further simplification of the generators ™b is due

to a simple structure of the tensor TV
1
' ±

n
 the coordi-

nate system ( 5 , Л , t ), where the only nonzero component

of this tensor is expressed only by t, , %*, and

The rotation operation with the Euler angles f , 0 , *

retains a simple structure of the tensor T *V' components

In the rystem ( ̂  , л , t ) as well» whera each of them

takes the form of a produot of two multipliers. The first

multiplier is t^-Mu^i-ntf)" &&&
 t n e

 second is
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oonatruoted from A matrix elements cL. and /< matrix

elements C U of the matrix ( d ) . The matrix elements d j
L

which are inoluded in this multiplier can differ in value

of the second index. The same refers to the matrix elements

См к . I t depends on indices of the tensor T ^ ' com-

ponent in the coordinate system ( t, , «] , 5 ) which index

is to be chosen L or ^ Since 1% and the angle iT

constitute only the first multiplier being combined as

ttSLinT 1 it is reasonable to introduce one variable

l
A
 instead of Ъ& and I' , having defined

and to incorporate a derivative in tj instead of deri-

vatives in T«. and \j in the generators JI.K and Atfc
T (A.M) '

e
 „

г
__ ' . Moreover, it is

suitable to express the generators /Цз via the genera-

tors M<*|j , having written usual differential expres-

sions for the SU(3) generators

in projections onto the principal axes of the system ( ̂

After all the transformations mentioned above we ob-

tain

ff - x ^ flu =• М и Л* = 0 ,

jit, - K - = Jw =0 ,
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й - м ii - Й
nil -

 J
 'it , РЬ% - I *лг ,

And, finally, there comes the last simplification. All the

tensor T 'f' components are proportional to I, t^ ,

therefore, the action of the operator X,^ on the ten-

sor T fi is reduced to multiplying т < М by Л +^

and the action of the operator ^ Ж ~ *° multiplying

by it , i.e.

• (16)

It should be noted that acoording to (1) the generators

satisfy the following commutational relations:

(17)

The SU(3) generators & ^ are related to the U(3)

generators f\u by

Similar relation between the SU(3) and U(3) generators

exists in the coordinate system ( ̂  , n , ̂  )?

( 1 8 а )
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It follows from (18a) that

(19)

We should constantly keep in mind that the object under ac-

tion of the components Би and ИЦэ is the tensor T V .

Thus, the SU(3) generators, determined in the space

of the tensor T '' components, are expressed by the S0(3)

generators in projections onto the principal axes of the

tensor T *'" . Since the Draayer-Weeks phenomenological

hamiltonions represent the linear superposition of the sca-

lar combinations of the SU(3) generators, the relations

(15)»(16),(18),(18a) enable one to express these hamilto-

nians by the S0(3) generators as well, or, by the orbital

momentum projection operators of the nude on system onto

the principal axes of the tensor T '' which, in ее*-*

senoe, is the same.

4. The simplest scalar combination of the SU(3) genera-

tors proves to be the second order Casimir operator .

This operator is determined by

g^pfytyty
 (20)

Though it was not used in [5] for the construction of phe-

nomenological hamiltonians, it is a good example of the

transformations of the generator scalar combinations at the

transition from the coordinate system (> » П i^ ) to the

system ( % , "n , у ). The action of the operator C% upon

the tensor T'tyO is reduced to multiplying of its com-

ponents by the operator Cz eigenvalue. This eigenvalue

can be easily obtained as a result of the transfer of С г

into the system ( % , Tj , § ).
 л

The transposition of the nonzero operators &<Ф and

iк obeys the following rule
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= (WdUl - О&кСЪ.-. (21)

simplifying s lgni f ioant ly the calculat ion procedure of the
operator С г eigenvalue. Hence the known resu l t Г8] i s
obtained:

The expression for С a , the third order Casimir operator,

also coinciding with the operator eigenvalue in the system

( t , i] , v ) is calculated similarly

-
 < 2 2 )

Five linear combinations Qn , Jb =0, ±1, -2 which

are transformed at the rotation of the coordinate axes as

the second rank irreducible tensor components [8i,oan be

constructed from the generators & u .In the coordinate

system ( ̂
 t
 ft » 5 ) these components have the following

form:

(23)

5 •
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Elliott f1] considered scalar convolution of the operators
Qu as the S0(3) model phenomenological hamlltonlan. The
convolution is usually denoted Q Q . I n the system ( ̂

QQ =
J i j • • * i ^

(24)

Instead of BL< the generators

(25)

obtained by the symmetrization of the generators £>i* are
often used. Having at our disposal Tt> and И к we

oan construct fie following scalar operators

£ T u M i , ИТТИ.
 (26)

The first of them differs from the well-known Bargman-Uo-

shinsky operator [11] only by its multiplier. Both scalar

operators and the operators QQ and M*
1
 have been used

by Draayer and Weeks [5\ to construct phenomenological ba-

ndit onians of the pseudo- 3U(3) model. Let us find an expli-

cit form of these operators in the system ( ̂ , n , f ).

MTH =E

(27)
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«• i [Ъ\Л\ -Мг- Mjf^Mj -i^Mj Мд),

ИТТМ = E

(28)

( «Л • ш ^ з О Л 6 / 1 | ) М] -

М

The operators ЫТМ and МТТЫ reveal interesting qualities of

symmetry. At the simultaneous transposition of quantum num-

bers A and U and the operators M| and M^ the first

of them changes its sign and the second one remains un-

changed. It follows from (27) and (28) that the problem

of searching for the eigenvalues of the scalar operators

MTM and MTTM is similar to the problem of the diagonaliza-
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tion of the nonaxial rotator hamiltonian. We note also

that the known scalar operator of the third and the fourth

order

МОИ, Q Q Q , (tMQUQMl,) «ad.о on.

are eaaily expressed via the MTM and ЫТТЫ.

( 2 9 )

Jjj.

The phenomenological hamiltonian of the H(3) Draayer-

Weeks model has the following form

* MIMQUQN],) . (30)

In oomparison with H(3) the seoond hamiltonian is added

Ъу a term whioh is proportional to И*
1
 . It immediately

follows from (27),(28) that in the syetem ( г , w , 5 )

the hamiltonian H(3) reads as

HU) -
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Simple relations exist between the operators H? , Их , M^

(they are often called shift operators [12] ) and the an-

gular momentum projection operators Lg , L« , Lf of

the system onto the coordinate axes i , fi , v :

As a result of the transition from the shift operators to

the angular momentum operators, the hamiltonian H(3) becomes

adequate to the nonaxial rotator hamiltonian though added

by nonlinear, non-Hermitian terms, that are proportional

1 - 1 - 1 \
 г
 1

г
~

The hamiltonian H(3) nonhermicity is caused by the nonortho-

gonality of the basis, on which it is determined.

So far, when we mentioned the basis, on which the ope-

rators ni-t , /be. , Bo* and also other operators construc-

ted from &Л are determined, we mean a set of Cartesian

components of the tensor I (more exactly, a set

of its linearly independent Cartesian components). After

the Euler angles ^ , $ , <* and the moduli 1, , X
3

had been introduced, each of the tensor components proved

to be a product of the multiplier 1*Vif and func-

tions depending only on the Euler angles. However, as soon

as the derivatives in % and l
3
 , included in the

operators jui and Ъик , were changed for the combina-

tions of the quanta numbers A and jt , it became pos-

eible to omit the multiplier t^tj and to consider

the Cartan components Ч)г|ч(?.в>) of the tensor

T
(A
'^ „i.e. spherical Wigner functions, instead

of its Cartesian components. Wigner functions result from

the reduction of the group SU(3) onto the group S0(3). The

indices of the Wigner functions mean: L - a ttate angu-

lar momentum, M - an gng""
1 RT>
 momentum projection onto
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the axis ^ of the coordinate system ( > , <j , v ) and

К - an angular momentum projection onto the axis §;

of the coordinate system { % » ^ » $ )• Bach of the func-

tions Ф'кщ is a component superposition of the tensor

T '̂  arranged in the proper way. Possible values of

the quantum numbers L and К are limited Ъу Elliott's

H i conditions, and the quantum number И takes all the

whole number values from - L to L .

As it was mentioned above, in the system ( ̂  i *f • S )

only one tensor T '" component is nonzero. It means

that in the system ( ̂  , n , 5 ) the tensor Cartesian com-

ponents include functions ^ Q m in the form of quite

definite linear combinations over К when L and M are

fixed. The action of the scalar operators MTM, MTTM and

similar ones upon the tensor T V» is reduced to the

tensor rotations in respect to the axes of the system ( ^ ,

1i , •$ ). The tensor orientation in respect to the axes

of the system ( ^ , n , ̂  ) is preserved. It manifests

itself in the fact that the scalar operators fail to change

the indioes I and ТЛ of the Wigner functions, but ohange

the index K. in general case. Therefore, the hamiltonians

H(3) and H(4), constructed from the operators MTM and MTTM,

have no axial symmetry and the angular momentum projection

onto the axis j$ is not an integral of motion for them.

Hence, it is necessary to look for the eigenfunctions of

these hamlltonians in the form of a state superposition

with different К , though taking into account Elliott's

conditions and limitations, caused by the symmetry of the

hamiltonians H(3) and H(4) in respect to the transforma-

tion group of the axes of the coordinate system ( J, , f ,

j; ). First of all, Elliott's conditions are reduced to

the choice of the ЯОкил functions only with such К ,

which are included in the tensor T " components.

Even Elliott noted that the basis states with dif-

ferent К are not orthogonal and it manifests itself fi-

nally in the nonhermicity of the hamiltonians H(3) and H(4).
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The phenomenological hamiltonianj H(3) and H(4) can be

added by the terms proportional to the scalar operators of

higher degree of the generators f>^ than the fourth is.

However»in this case they will be reduced to the nonaxial ro-

tator hamiltonian with nonlinear corrections.
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